# AHAReads

2022
Summer Reading Challenge

GOAL
Check off one task per month for three months to complete the challenge

TASKS
☐ Read a “classic” of your field that you’ve never read before
☐ Read a history published in the past 2 years
☐ Read a piece of historical fiction (novel, story, poem, play) set in the time or place you study
☐ Read a history of the place you know the most about that takes place at least a century before or after your time period of expertise
☐ Read a history written by a historian who works in a day job different from your own
☐ Read a history of an identity group you don’t belong to

DEFINITIONS
History: a nonfiction work of any length
Everything else: up to you!

TIMELINE
June 1–September 5 (Labor Day)

SHARE
Remember to share your progress on the AHA Member Forum and on social media with the hashtag #AHAReads!